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SteamCity is a turn-based strategy game with a unique world setting, merging steampunk with a strong Asian influence. Run a small group of rebels in a steam-driven rebellion against the evil corporation! Fight your way out from the evil corporation! You have to assemble
your rebels and fight your way out from the evil corporation. Choose your own way out! Pick characters, fight using steampunk skills! Make choices, fight for your own way out from the evil corporation! Your characters can level up, assemble your army for each battle! Fight
with powerful mechs and combine them with your rebel forces! EXPAND AND DEVELOP! Tons of weapons, parts and mechs are available to upgrade your forces! Hunt and fight wild beasts with your rebels. Sophie is the one who rose from the depths of darkness, no one can
reach her. Her power is the strongest and her resolve the most dauntless. The one that leads the rebellion. Make sure you are the one who leads the rebellion against the Yamagami corporation. You’re in an emergency with a massive shortage of parts, people from your own
side are dying, and you need a way to find new parts and lots of them. A battle is taking place against the wicked corporation, in a war where chances are you and your team won’t live to see the end. Your mission is to get as many parts as you can and arrive just in time to

the battle. Use steampunk skills and battle against the evil corporation. Rise of the Rose is the game that will let you live your own Steam City story, from Sophie von Eschenbach to her escapades in a journey filled with action and adventure in a unique world setting that
blends steampunk and the concept of fukushokokukinru, or ‘ancient wisdom’. Fulfill your mission and grow your army and take it to the enemy! Rise Of The Rose features: • turn-based strategy: fight battles against the evil corporation; • multiple enemies, different kinds of
weapons and the multitude of choice: you can send your rebel forces in different directions, and you can use strategies to overcome each enemy; • a completely unique steam-driven world, a challenging and challenging to play game; • multiple choices, multiple ways to

solve each scenario; • 3 unique game endings. SteamCity

Darkest Dungeon Soundtrack Features Key:
 Large arcade levels with colorful sprites.

 Awesome touch screen controls.
 Challenging gameplay with ironman mode.

 Rankings and achievements.
 Special bonus levels.
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About us

 We are a group of young mobile game enthusiasts decided to indulge in the mingling of many established companies just to turn out game in the best way possible. You can expect what you love, fast paced competitive games where the players will shout out for their friends when
they win.

Phone games are in the core of our love, because not only do we have this blazing gaming potential, but also because the very place we live - from bus routes to foyers, and everywhere in between - is a wonderful place to blaze out amazing gaming sets. 

All of us are only joined by our passion for what we do! We all desperately hope you will like our work, and that you'll have good times playing through our game. 
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